Airport Leadership Workshop (for Emerging Executives)
Dr. Gregory A. Dale, Duke University
Gregory A. Dale, PhD is a Professor at Duke University. His primary focus is on Leadership,
Performance and Team Culture as it applies to business and sports. He is also the Director of
the Sport Psychology and Leadership Programs for Duke Athletics. In addition to his work at
Duke, Greg provides educational programming and consultation for organizations and
corporations around the world including Airports Council International, Airport Executive
Leadership Programme, Dallas Fort Worth International Airport, IBM, Coach Inc., Northwestern
Mutual, Pfizer, SKANSKA International, The World Bank, The United Nations and Habitat for
Humanity International. Greg has written four books and has written scripts and served as the
“expert” on a series of thirteen videos related to leadership and performance. Greg has been
featured on Good Morning America, ESPN, MSNBC, Court TV and numerous national and
international radio programs.
“Greg’s insight and expertise, particularly in finding common ground among highly competitive
personalities, created synergies in our corporate culture which enhanced the overall
performance of our team. I would highly recommend Greg Dale to any corporation as a
facilitator whose contribution creates an immediate, positive impact in a complex organization.”
- Ken Buchanan, EVP Revenue Management, DFW International Airport.
“A critical part of being a good leader is knowing yourself. Greg’s style and approach really turns
the spotlight back on you, separating the way you perceive yourself from the way you are
perceived by others, to reveal important (and sometimes surprising!) aspects of your personality
and management style. This permanently equips you with extremely valuable insight to assist in
your career ascension and for approaching leadership challenges. I would highly recommend
Greg as a skilled facilitator to assist any organization that is either currently experiencing or
anticipating change in their management structure or facing new challenges in their traditional
business model.”
- Peter McCart, Vice President, Strategy & Airline Development, Edmonton Airports
“I had the opportunity to be a student on one of Greg’s leadership classes in Jacksonville,
Florida. It was superb! Greg’s way of mixing new theories with practical workplace situations
was done in a very enjoyable and professional manner. Greg is a very empathetic and involved
teacher and his mediation methods are creative. To be honest, he is one of the best educators
that I have encountered!”
- John Bennet, Senior Advisor, Airport Development and Communications Avinor, AS
(Norwegian Airports), Oslo, Norway

